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Turning Paris into reality at the University of California
The Paris Agreement highlights the need for local climate leadership. The University Of California's approach to deep decarbonization offers lessons in efficiency, alternative fuels and electrification. Bending the emissions curve globally requires efforts that blend academic insights with practical solutions. Such troubles have put a spotlight on the need for leadership institutions that are willing and able to achieve deeper and more rapid decarbonization. Those include university campuses, where there is often strong political pressure for action, along with large and diverse physical plants that offer a laboratory for experimentation. In California, a perennial leader on matters of global environmental policy, the largest of these campus efforts is at the University of California (UC), covering 10 campuses with more than 250,000 students. The university pledged in 2013 to become carbon neutral by 2025 (http://go.nature.com/2s8rXNr; ref. 4 ). For the last two years, we have been part of an interdisciplinary team of academics and physical plant operators working in collaboration with university leaders and sponsored by the TomKat Foundation to investigate options for turning that pledge into reality 5 . The UC effort is now one of the most developed examples of the type of governance that the Paris Agreement was designed to spawn -decentralized, recursive, and aimed at finding and promoting best practices 6 . So far, more than 12,000 such initiatives have been registered under the Paris Agreement, but the UC system offers one of the most concrete models. By itself, the UC system can't solve the global problem -its emissions are just 0.005% of the total global emissions of carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuels. Through the Paris framework, if it fulfils its potential, leading efforts will be organized and evaluated in ways that can inspire others to look, learn and adopt.
The advantage of working out solutions in local settings is that there are strong incentives to experiment. In the UC system, the portable lessons are coming on three fronts -profound investments in efficiency, replacing conventional natural gas with even cleaner alternatives, and electrification. And like the rest of the world, the UC system is trying to do all this quickly, since emissions must turn downward rapidly to meet goals set by political leaders.
leverage three ways
For now, the UC carbon neutrality pledge applies to direct emissions from UC-owned infrastructure and indirect emissions associated with the purchase of electric power. Indirect emissions from employeeowned vehicles, off-campus computing, air travel, and those embodied in consumed goods and services are subject to long-term goals but actionable plans will require more leadership.
Because the UC is focusing on its own emissions, gas is central. It accounts for 96% of emissions (Fig. 1a) . About half S a n F r a n c i s c o B e r k e l e y R i v e r s i d e S a n t a B a r b a r a S a n t a a, Natural gas burned on UC campuses accounted for 63% of the university's CO 2 e greenhouse gas emissions, including both direct emissions (known as 'Scope 1') and indirect emissions related to purchased electricity and steam ('Scope 2'). b, The magnitude and share of natural gas emissions varies across the 10 UC campuses according to their size and climate, with all five of the largest campuses having medical centres (indicated by a cross) that create special energy needs.
the UC campuses have gas-fired power plants and combined heat and power (CHP) systems that save money through self-generation of energy services. The other half of the campuses are typically smaller, and most of their emissions come from purchased electricity 5 . In California, essentially all carbon emissions from the electrical grid come from burning natural gas, which accounts for 60% of the state's power generation -the rest of the grid is operationally emissions-free. In California -and increasingly in the broader US power sector -decarbonizing electricity is about natural gas 7 . A three-pronged effort is underway to decarbonize UC emissions related to buildings that are familiar to almost everyone, such as offices, residences, and restaurants.
The first prong is efficiency (Ch. 2 in ref. 5 ). All technically and economically realistic pathways to UC's carbon neutrality goal start with deep reductions in energy use, because well-planned energy efficiency investments pay for themselves through avoided energy costs. Since 2004, UC retrofit projects have reduced GHG emissions by an amount equivalent to 13% of 2015 emissions 8 . Most of this reduction has occurred since 2009 (Fig. 2) , and the potential for further reductions is much larger. Relative to 2015, we estimate that further cost-effective retrofits could cut UC electricity use by 38%, and natural gas by 29%. Despite the existence of large, costeffective efficiency measures, and the many encouraging moves to realize them 9 , the gap between potential and reality remains huge.
A second prong is to replace conventional natural gas with less emission-intensive alternative fuels that would allow continued use of gas infrastructures -an option that is especially attractive at the seven campuses that currently operate central CHP systems where natural gas is burned to generate electricity and heat. For now, most eyes are on biogenic methane (biogas), produced today mainly by anaerobic decomposition of organic materials such as manure, food waste, agricultural wastes, fermentable landfill materials, and biosolids from wastewater treatment plants. The UC system already buys some biogas. For example, UC San Diego purchases biogas credits from a sewage treatment plant on Point Loma (about 15 km away) while burning conventional gas to power a fuel cell. More such biogas purchases are in planning, including two major deals in Wisconsin and Louisiana, which will supply carbon-neutral fuel to offset 10% of all natural gas currently burned on UC campuses.
There is a question of scalability around biogas. Our research suggests that all future biogas supplies, using known technologies and resources, may only provide about 4% of current national natural gas use (Ch. 4 in ref. 5 ). With the right incentives, today's thin biogas market will yield new sources, but more work is needed to study the scalability of biogas -as well as the ecological consequences of large biogas operations -so that leadership with this option can translate into followership. Other promising ways to drop in replacements for conventional gas include hydrogen. If produced from zero-emission sources, it could supplement or replace conventional natural gas. A pilot project at UC Irvine is mixing small amounts of solar-produced hydrogen with the natural gas burned in its CHP facility 10 . That leaves the third prong: electrification (Ch. 4 in ref. 5 ). Similarly to most campuses, the UC system is procuring more zero-emission electricity -in practice, an option typically implemented by purchasing wind and solar energy. UC's campuses now include over 50 megawatts of on-campus renewable electricity generation and 80 megawatts of utility-scale solar generation from sites in remote Fresno County. Buying zero-emissions electricity to supply existing power loads is relatively straightforward and does not raise many organizational or financial barriers. Converting on-site combustion of natural gas to electricity is financially more daunting.
For new buildings, the key to electrification is experimentation and demonstration with real projects. For example, a new 7,000-square-metre genomics laboratory at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory will use heat recovery chillers, air-source heat pumps, and pointof-use electric heat to provide all space and water heating needs without the use of natural gas. A few other campuses, such as UC Irvine and UC Davis, are implementing all-electric housing projects. The defining problem for electrification is the use of electricity to provide heat at different temperatures. At most UC campuses, heating is the most carbonintensive service provided, the largest fraction of GHG emissions, and the most significant opportunity for electrification. The major solutions are expensive (resistance heating), not suited for all purposes (hot water systems can't directly provide services such as sterilization that require higher temperatures), or finicky in operation (for example, heat pumps).
Real world experience suggests costs for new systems are manageable and perhaps cost-neutral for newly constructed buildings 11 . For existing buildings and infrastructure, the economics of electrification are still pretty ugly. Full electrification retrofits are difficult and electrification would strand large assets such as CHP plants.
lessons learned
Many UC campuses are already doing a lot to control emissions, but so far those efforts have achieved only shallow decarbonisation, decreasing emissions per square foot of building area by about 25% from 2009 to 2015 (Fig. 2) 
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. Bending the curve more sharply requires both academic and practical insights. Academics have helped look far into the future at radical solutions, while operators of physical plants have helped ground that thinking in the real operational needs of buildings, as well as financing challenges.
Bending the emissions curve globally now requires that leaders work harder to create followers. Feeling good about local efforts to 'do something' about a global problem won't matter much, unless what is happening in California diffuses into practice far beyond its borders. After three decades of global talking without much action on climate change, the good news in
